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915 Records presents "Duece Deep" which consists of Rapper/Producer Mr Geo and Mr Wicked One.

People compare their music with West Coast Chicano Rap. Representin' El Paso TX. to the fullest. You

like Gangsta Rap? You're in the right place. 14 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, HIP

HOP/RAP: Rap Details: Duece Deep,(Mr Geo and Mr Wicked One), reside in El Paso Texas. They have

started the label 915 Records and are pushing into the music industry strong with their 1st release titled

"2 Brown Locos". Hard hitting, all original beats create an album that is distinctly "Duece Deep". Their

style is one that has been described as being the "True Chuco Stilo". It has been compared to West

Coast Chicano Rap, but "Duece Deep" fans have made it known that they believe "Duece Deep" does

sound somewhat different. But cutting through all of the BS, take a listen and decide for yourself. "Duece

Deep" is currently in the final stages of releasing their 2nd cd. The title to the 2nd release is still up in the

air but it will be released soon. Be on the look out for that. Also included in the 915 Records familia is

"Jade". A female rapper with that "Gangsta twist". "Jade" is featured in the song "What You Say?" in

Duece Deep's album. Also featured are artist's such as "GS Loco", who happens to be Mr Geo's nephew,

and also "Grifo" str8 out of the "TRIANGLE" in El Paso Texas. 915 Records has also worked in

collaboration with Mr Bandit and Sir Layze from "Tha Empire" out of Phoenix AZ. Other artists featured

are "Power One" from "Forever Known" along with "DJ Surpreme"(Killer Cuts Productions), also out of El

Paso Texas. "Duece Deep has done numerous shows in the 915 area and are available to do shows. For

more info on booking email them at EP915RECORDS@HOTMAIL.COM Dont forget to check out the 915

Records site. 915records.com
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